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Errata, plus technical comment and opinion by Michael Gunter 4th October 2009
PAGE 1 
"400-volt lining" SHOULD READ "400-volt winding" (Wilson's 6th paragraph); 

"either 240 volts or phase across the whole winding" SHOULD READ "either 240 volts or span [or 'connect'] across the 
whole winding"; 

"10 K.R.A. unit" SHOULD READ "10 kVA unit" [ kVA = thousand x volts x amps, a rating of the real and reactive 
power able to be safely transferred by the transformer or line]; 

PAGE 2 
"You will notice that the clamp-on installation we have has a lifeline clamp on both ends of the lead" SHOULD READ 
"You will notice the clamp-on installation: we have a live line clamp on both ends of the lead" 

All subsequent occurrences of "lifeline", please replace with "live line" [industry term for working on conductors or 
installations that are electrically "live" i.e. fully energised ath their normal operating voltages] 

[Wilson] "It has been calculated...." makes more sense in thw whole sentence if changed to "It hasn't been calculated...."  

"Nilcrom" is a brand of fuse 

PAGE 3 
"he is isolated from any possible electrical feeding." SHOULD READ "he is isolated from any possible electrical feed-
in." 

"the clamp on fuse body itself" for clarity is better expressed "the body of the clamp-on fuse" 

"up the poll" SHOULD READ "up the pole" 

"and return current for low voltage is into the earth" is more clearly stated "and return current for low voltage goes into 
the earth" 

PAGE 8 
[the "backwards" energizing of a 12.7 kV SWER distribution transformer from the LV 240 volt side is very odd indeed.  
Such a configuration denies the test object (the fuse) a huge amount of transient energy that would normally be 
delivered from the collapsing magnetic field of the much bigger transformer at the zone substation. Indeed Mr Marks'  
next question, on page 9, is "are you going to tell us the control current?"] 

PAGE 11 
"we have not used point on wave." seems to be a phonetic corruption of an unknown technical phrase. Enquiries will be 
made of retired power engineers. It's possibly a statistical term relating to Poisson Distribution of probabilities. 

PAGE 14 [test series 5(a)] 
"they spark less, being sparkless" - [who does he think he's fooling? literal engineer's mindset] 

PAGE 15 
"this one has four shocks at the volt" SHOULD BE "this one has four shots at the fault" 

[Barnard QC] "Which is the OYT OCR on the spur at Tatyoon?"  SHOULD BE "Which is the OYT ACR on the spur 
line at Tatyoon?" [ACR = automatic circuit recloser, OYT is assumed to be the SEC identifier, such as SP Ausnet's  
MY001 ACR near Myrtleford] 

[Weatherhead] "...without that arm operation"  may be yet another phonetic approximation of technical dialect. Old 
timers would recognise the expression, most likely. 

[Wilson] "This is the iron coil" SHOULD BE "This is the iron core" 
         "There are 1,200, 700 volts" SHOULD BE "There are 12,700 volts" [i.e. 12.7 kilovolts] 


